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ALTERED TO FIT
A trio of young designers in Jakarta are putting a new spin 

on Indonesia’s age-old textile traditions.  
BY BROOKE GREBERT-CRAIG

Getting the 
Wheels Turning
Indonesian couture 
designer Priyo 
Octaviano at his 
Jakarta studio.

Photographs by Haruns Maharbina
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Visit any part of Indonesia, and you’re 
likely to find a fabric still being created the 
same way it has been for centuries. From batiks 
printed with intricate patterns to imaginatively 
woven ikats, textiles are among the country’s 
most highly developed art forms, used for ev-
erything from wedding clothes and sacrificial 
offerings to office uniforms and interior design. 
But in the bustling capital of Jakarta, the past 
few years have seen Indonesian textiles make 
their way into a different realm—that of con-
temporary fashion and streetwear—thanks to 
a batch of young, local designers embracing and 
reimagining them in cool new ways.

The Sanskrit word purana means “ancient” 
or “old,” but 37-year-old Nonita Respati is rein-
terpreting it in a glamorous homage to Indone-
sian batik in her 2007-founded womenswear 
brand Purana. As a young girl, Nonita watched 
her mother and grandmother make batik  
fabrics the traditional Javanese way, painstak-
ingly applying wax to keep underlying patterns 
from being dyed, exposing the fabrics to sun-
light to fully develop the colors of their natural 
dyes, and placing them with pandan leaves in 

the cupboard to impart a nutty, botanical fra-
grance. Nonita carries on these practices today 
while blending them with bold colors, soft cuts, 
and contemporary patterns for a stylish mix of 
the old and the new. 

After working as a fashion editor for eight 
years, Nonita burst onto Indonesia’s design 
scene when she showed her first collection, 
Retro Batik, at Jakarta Fashion Week in 2011. It 
received rave reviews for its rich tones of green 
and orange and geometric patterns that looked 
straight from the 1960s but were created with 
batik techniques. Since then, Purana has ac-
quired a loyal fan base that ranges from teenag-
ers to women in their sixties, who shop for the 
looks online or at a by-appointment boutique 
in the South Jakarta neighborhood of Guntur, 
which doubles as Nonita’s workshop. 

I meet her here one afternoon. It’s a vibrant 
space, with colonial-style floor tiles and racks of 
colorful silk garments hanging on the walls and 
manikins. As for Nonita herself, she epitomizes 
Indonesia’s modern urban generation: hard- 
working, connected, and stylish, with long dark 
hair flowing over her black blouse. “I always 

Where to Find It
Purana (puranaindonesia 
.com) is sold online, at 
its Jakarta showroom 
(Jl. Sindoro No. 16; 62-
21/5790-0500), and at 
the soon-to-open Purana 
boutique in the Kemang 
neighborhood (Colony 
Kemang, Jl. Kemang 
Raya 6A). Jakarta stores 
Fashion First (Jl. Cikajang 
No. 48) and Our Flock 
(G/F, Kuningan City 
Mall, Jl. Prof. Satrio No. 
18) also stock the brand. 
Meraki Goods currently 
sells via direct message 
on Instagram (@meraki 
goods) or through online 
retailer Bobobobo 
(bobobobo.com); its own 
website will launch later 
this year. Priyo Octaviano 
(priyooctaviano.com) can 
be bought online, though 
the couture clothes  
are best fitted first by 
making an appointment 
at the brand’s studio  
(Jl. Panglima Polim IV No. 
52; 62-21/7278-3637). 
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Changing the Pattern
Purana designer Nonita 
Respati in pants of her own 
design. Opposite: Priyo 
Octaviano prepares a new 
piece with a sketch and 
mood board; Japanese dying 
techniques feature in Purana’s 
recent Arashibori collection.

try to innovate with new patterns and colors,” 
she says as she shows me a jacket striped with 
tie-dyed colors. It’s from her most recent col-
lection, Arashibori, which mixes batik-printed 
garments with pieces made using the arashi shi-
bori dying technique that streaks colors across 
the fabric like water ripples or driving rain. Al-
though the technique is Japanese, its aquatic 
effect is a nod to the seas of the Indonesian 
archipelago, one of the continual inspirations 
and themes in her collections. She’s a self-
proclaimed hardcore diver and often chooses 
palettes that conjure the dreamy hues of coral 
reefs. “Underwater, you see these beautiful col-
or combinations that you never see on land,” 
she explains, recalling her 2014 Dots collection, 
which featured contrasting colors often seen 
in marine life—rich blues and purples against 

blazing oranges and yellows, curved together in 
ocean-like bubbles and swirls. 

“When I have something in mind, I draw 
up a rough sketch and send it to a workshop in  
Yogyakarta that makes my fabrics,” Nonita con-
tinues, explaining her design process. “We go 
back and forth, as the color has to be right, and 
the size of the pattern has to be right. It takes one 
or two weeks to get the perfect mock-up, then 
we mass-produce the fabric, which is sent here 
and I begin to work with my pattern-maker.” 
Her final silhouettes share some resemblances 
to batik as it is traditionally worn—tucked to 
create drapes and pleats, devoid of beads and 
buttons so that the pattern’s full beauty is seen, 
but they’re more contemporary, often asym-
metrical and loose-fitting, and made of fabrics 
like silk, cotton, and twill that are comfortable 
and lightweight. “Batik should be preserved—
its culture, function, the important message 
that each batik expresses.” But preservation 
requires attracting a younger audience, and her 
trendy interpretations do just that.

 
One early morning in the leafy Kebay-
oran Baru neighborhood of South Jakarta, I 
find myself in a scene reminiscent of The Devils 
Wears Prada, surrounded by racks of clothes, 
rows of black high heels and army boots, a 
line of models’ Polaroid pictures on the floor, 
and an assortment of assistants who tell me, 
“Mr. Priyo will be with you shortly.” When he 
finally arrives, I couldn’t be more pleasantly 
surprised. Priyo Oktaviano is warm, bubbly, 
and confidently dressed in a fiery outfit of a 
red-and-white striped top and red jeans—im-
possible to miss, just like his clothes. He designs 
two labels: his namesake Priyo Oktaviano line 
of highly ornate couture, with each garment 
made specifically for a client; and Spous, which 
produces ready-to-wear clothes for a younger 
demographic that are similarly decorative but 
more playful, casual, and bright. 

Before beginning his own fashion house, 
Priyo studied in Paris for three years at the 
fashion institute ESMOD, and his designs now 
uniquely pair Indonesian fabrics with French 
style and inspirations from his travels around 
Europe. “I want to make something different 
from Jakarta’s fashion,” he tells me. “I’m heav-
ily influenced by Indonesian fabrics like batik 
and ikat, but I want to create a more global 
feel with the cutting and silhouettes.” Pro-
nounced collars, wide-legged pants, and struc-
tured military jackets have appeared in Priyo’s 
menswear and womenswear collections across 
both brands since he began in 2008, often with 
embellishments and embroidery as intricately 
detailed as works of Renaissance art. But these 
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nods to Europe are always based in fabrics he 
sources from Indonesian villages throughout 
the archipelago—particularly Sumatra, Bali, 
and Kalimantan—as he wants his country’s 
culture to shine through. And it does just that 
in the latest Priyo Oktaviano collection, Hero’s 
Couture, in which a handwoven tapis fabric 
from Lampung in South Sumatra is shaped into 
suits, dresses, and swimsuits inspired by palac-
es like the Château de Versailles. The result is a 
line of structured, architectural garments made 
of a vivid black-and-gold fabric and polished 
with gold-plated collars and buttons, pops of 
red, and royal navy stripes. 

While Priyo’s clothes are targeted at upmar-
ket buyers, on the other side of the spectrum is 
the small, affordable accessories brand Meraki 
Goods, which offers a unique mix of its own. 
Started in 2013 by co-founders and best friends 
Lavina Joe and Gracia Crysta, Meraki—a Greek 
word that represents the love, soul, and creativ-
ity that goes into one’s work—specializes in 
premium handcrafted leather goods touched 
with pieces of woven ikat fabric. The leather 
itself comes in a range of bold colors—canary 

yellow, wine red, milk-chocolate brown, deep 
ocean blue—that are then contrasted with 
muted tones in the hazy patterns of ikat, and 
finalized with modern touches like a thick zip-
per or tassel. 

Over a lemon water in a hip coffee shop, 
25-year-old Gracia echoes Nonita, telling me 
about the importance of having Meraki’s de-
signs appeal to a large demographic. One way 
they’ve succeeded in this is by being the first 
brand in Jakarta to monogram products with 
names and initials upon request, which Gracia 
says was inspired by Western fashion trends 
but is a means to attract young people and get 
them interested in incorporating ikat into their 
everyday wardrobes. “Right now, our custom-
ers for the basic, all-leather clutch design are 
between 17 and 25, whereas the ikat clutch de-
sign’s age range falls between 20 and 40,” she 
says. “Our hope is that young Indonesians will 
become proud to buy and wear this fabric. If 
they’re interested in buying from us, a local 
brand, why not support designs that incorpo-
rate Indonesian culture too?” To me, that’s a 
cause worth spending for.  

Thread by Thread
Above, from left: Meraki 
Goods co-founder Lavina 
Joe stitches an ikat-detailed 
Halvo Bag in her studio; 
Purana’s batik fabrics are 
specially designed and 
hand-dyed with traditional 
Javanese techniques.
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